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From 2008 to 2013, Hugo Barra served as product spokesperson, representing Android at press conferences
and Google I/O,
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TensorFlowâ„¢ is an open source software library for high performance numerical computation. Its flexible
architecture allows easy deployment of computation across a variety of platforms (CPUs, GPUs, TPUs), and
from desktops to clusters of servers to mobile and edge devices.
TensorFlow - Official Site
The Google Cloud Platform and TensorFlow are extensible to almost any project and platform. This means
that today's move opens up entirely new sorts of machine learning scenarios to developers of ...
TensorFlow Lite Is Google's Optimized TensorFlow For
While discussing the future of Android at Google I/O, Dave Burke, a VP of engineering, announced a new
version of TensorFlow optimized for mobile called TensorFlow lite.
Googleâ€™s TensorFlow Lite brings machine learning to
TensorFlow Lite supports the Android Neural Networks API. This isnâ€™t a full release, so thereâ€™s still
much more to come as the library takes shape and things get added.
Google shares developer preview of TensorFlow Lite
This technical session describes in detail how to take a trained TensorFlow model, and use it in a mobile app
through TensorFlow Lite. TensorFlow and deep reinforcement learning, without a PhD
TensorFlow at Google I/O 2018! â€“ TensorFlow â€“ Medium
Google's recently released developer's preview of TensorFlow Lite is a machine learning platform for mobile
that brings the power of algorithms to phones.
Google brings on-device machine learning to mobile with
Google Announces Tensorflow Lite: A Neural Network Library for Mobile Phones | by Roland Meertens
Roland Meertens Follow 8 Followers on May 28, 2017.
Google Announces Tensorflow Lite: A Neural Network Library
Google Colab: An easy way to learn and use TensorFlow. Colaboratory is a Google research project created
to help disseminate machine learning education and research. It's a Jupyter notebook environment that
requires no setup to use and runs entirely in the cloud. Read the blog post.
TensorFlow
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TensorFlow: Large-Scale Machine Learning on Heterogeneous Distributed Systems (Preliminary White
Paper, November 9, 2015) MartÂ´Ä±n Abadi, Ashish Agarwal, Paul Barham, Eugene Brevdo, Zhifeng Chen,
Craig Citro,
TensorFlow: Large-Scale Machine Learning on Heterogeneous
TensorFlow was originally developed by researchers and engineers working on the Google Brain team within
Google's Machine Intelligence Research organization for the purposes of conducting machine learning and
deep neural networks research.
GitHub - tensorflow/tensorflow: An Open Source Machine
If ML Kitâ€™s Base APIs donâ€™t cover your use cases, you can always bring your own existing
TensorFlow Lite models. Just upload your model, and weâ€™ll take care of hosting and serving it to your
app.
ML Kit | Google Developers
In May 2017, Google announced a software stack specifically for Android development, TensorFlow Lite,
beginning with Android Oreo. Applications [ edit ] Google officially released RankBrain on October 26, 2015,
backed by TensorFlow.
TensorFlow - Wikipedia
The release includes source code built on top of TensorFlow and a number of pre-trained language
representation ... Below is a full list of Googleâ€™s involvement and publications being presented at EMNLP
and ... 2007; full text PDF). In total, NOAA provided about 15 years of audio, or 9.2 terabytes after decimation
from 200 kHz to ...
Google AI Blog
Today, we're happy to announce the developer preview of TensorFlow Lite, TensorFlowâ€™s lightweight
solution for mobile and embedded devices! TensorFlow has always run on many platforms, from racks of
servers to tiny IoT devices, but as the adoption of machine learning models has grown exponentially over the
last few years, so has the need to deploy them on mobile and embedded devices.
Google Developers Blog: Announcing TensorFlow Lite
Google has announced the developer preview of TensorFlow Lite, a solution for enabling on-device machine
learning inference with a small binary size and low latency. TensorFlow Lite is designed for mobile and
embedded devices and should be considered an evolution of TensorFlow Mobile.
Google Announces Developer Preview of TensorFlow Lite
Google calls this Lite version of TensorFlow an evolution on TensorFlow Mobile, with the company pegging it
for machine learning on mobile and embedded devices as it matures.
Google announces TensorFlow Lite developer preview for
This is called TensorFlow Lite, a streamlined version of the open source software engine that drives neural
networks inside Google's data centers. According to Burke, it's designed to be "fast and ...
With TensorFlow Lite, Google Really Wants to Put AI in
TensorFlow Lite. 2017å¹´5æœˆGoogleå®£å¸ƒä»ŽAndroid
Oreoå¼€å§‹ï¼Œæ••ä¾›ä¸€ä¸ªä¸“ç”¨äºŽAndroidå¼€å•‘çš„è½¯ä»¶æ ˆTensorFlow Lite ã€‚ åº”ç”¨. GoogleäºŽ ...
TensorFlow - ç»´åŸºç™¾ç§‘ï¼Œè‡ªç”±çš„ç™¾ç§‘å…¨ä¹¦
TensorFlow: A system for large-scale machine learning MartÂ´Ä±n Abadi, Paul Barham, Jianmin Chen,
Zhifeng Chen, Andy Davis, Jeffrey Dean, Matthieu Devin, Sanjay Ghemawat, Geoffrey Irving, Michael Isard,
Manjunath Kudlur,
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TensorFlow: A System for Large-Scale Machine Learning
Learn how to solve challenging machine learning problems with Tensorflow, Googleâ€™s revolutionary new
system for deep learning. If you have some background with basic linear algebra and calculus , this practical
book shows you how to buildâ€”and when to useâ€”deep learning architectures.
TensorFlow for Deep Learning - PDF Free Download - Fox eBook
On November 14th, we announced the developer preview of TensorFlow Lite, TensorFlow's lightweight
solution for mobile and embedded devices.. Today, in collaboration with Apple, we are happy to announce
support for Core ML!With this announcement, iOS developers can leverage the strengths of Core ML for
deploying TensorFlow models.
Google Developers Blog: Announcing Core ML support in
TensorFlow Lite is TensorFlowâ€™s lightweight solution for mobile and embedded devices. It lets you run
machine-learned models on mobile devices with low latency, so you can take advantage of them ...
Using TensorFlow Lite on Android â€“ TensorFlow â€“ Medium
Google's released an Android/iOS version of TensorFlow. The Chocolate Factory announced the developer
preview of TensorFlow Lite in this Tuesday blog post. The post stated the release will ...
TensorFlow lightens up to land on smartmobes, then embed
He joined in 2014 and currently develops on Google Cloud Platformâ€™s machine learning and big data
offerings, Tensorflow in particular. Eli is an all-purpose nerd, having dabbled in several research areas,
including biophysics, algorithmic game theory, and computational biology, before a recent dive into machine
learning.
TensorFlow with Eli Bixby | Google Cloud Platform Podcast
TensorFlow Lite: As Android continues to take advantage of machine learning to improve the user
experience, we want our developer partners to be able to do the same. Today we shared an early look at
TensorFlow Lite, an upcoming project based on TensorFlow , Googleâ€™s open source machine learning
library.
Android Developers Blog: Whatâ€™s New in Android: O
TensorFlow and Googleâ€™s entire â€œAI firstâ€• approach is the result of its long term vision and
research, rather than a sudden change in direction. TensorFlow is now also integrated into ...
What being an â€œAI firstâ€• company means for Google
We set out to build a single, state-of-the-art software framework for most ML serving workloads at Google,
and in Googleâ€™s Cloud-ML offering.
TensorFlow-Serving: Flexible, High-Performance ML Serving
Late last year, Google announced a new mobile library for Tensorflow on mobile devices: Lite. If you didn't
know by now, Tensorflow is Google's framework for developing machine-learning models on ...
Tensorflow Lite: Neat, but an ordeal to get running on
Source: Google Events. Unfortunately, TensorFlow was primarily for computers, until now. In Googleâ€™s
I/O, Dave Burke, the vice president of engineering for Android, announced the soon-to-be-released
TensorFlow Lite for mobile.
Will Googleâ€™s TensorFlow Lite be the Game - BitCot
TensorFlow Lite is the "evolution" of Google's previous efforts to get TensorFlow AI onto mobile devices.Its
existing TensorFlow Mobile API will remain operational but is no longer the recommended ...
Google's TensorFlow Lite brings AI to every mobile device
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Colaboratory is a Google research project created to help disseminate machine learning education and
research. It's a Jupyter notebook environment that requires no setup to use and runs entirely in the cloud.
Tools â€“ Google AI
Thinking of creating a website? Google Sites is a free and easy way to create and share webpages.
Google Sites
Google I/O is a developer festival that was held May 8-10 at the Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View,
CA I/O brings together developers from around the globe annually for talks, hands-on learning with Google
experts, and a first look at Googleâ€™s latest developer products.
Google I/O 2018
Google has announced the developer preview for TensorFlow Lite, a version of Googleâ€™s TensorFlow
open source library primarily used for machine learning applications. TensorFlow Lite was first announced by
Dave Burke, VP of engineering of Android during Google I/O 2017 .
Google announces TensorFlow Lite developer preview
Google is now expanding their efforts into a similar technology dubbed â€œTensorFlow Liteâ€œ- a
lightweight and fast version of TensorFlow, a machine learning and neural network program.
Try Out On-Device Conversational Modeling with Googleâ€™s
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is widely regarded as the next big thing after mobile, and Google's TensorFlow is the
leading open source machine learning framework, the hottest branch of AI.
Intelligent Mobile Projects with TensorFlow | PACKT Books
It's a good thing to document everything like it's done on tensorflow.org, but since the docs are mixing and
matching different styles and approaches, it's actually hard to read and follow that most of the time
[D] Why is TensorFlow so slow? : MachineLearning
Google has created and released a series of mobile-focused computer vision models for its Tensorlow
framework, dubbed MobileNets. The new models are open-source, and built upon TensorFlow's ...
Google Releases MobileNets TensorFlow Models | Android
To me, the biggest theme at last week's Google I/O conference was "democratizing AI"â€”in other words,
making AI accessible both to end-users through its use in a variety of Google services, and ...
Google Apps, Tools Aim to 'Democratize AI' - pcmag.com
Learn about all our projects. opensource.google.com Menu. Projects Community Docs
Projects â€“ opensource.google.com
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is widely regarded as the next big thing after mobile, and Google's TensorFlow is the
leading open source machine learning framework, the hottest branch of AI.
Download Intelligent Mobile Projects with TensorFlow
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is widely regarded as the next big thing after mobile, and Googleâ€™s TensorFlow
is the leading open source machine learning framework, the hottest branch of AI.
Intelligent Mobile Projects with TensorFlow â€“ CoderProg
TensorFlow is an open source software library developed by Google for numerical computation with data flow
graphs. This TensorFlow guide covers why the library matters, how to use it, and more.
Cheat sheet: TensorFlow, an open source software library
Tensorflow is Googleâ€™s new software library for deep-learning. Tensorflow makes it straightforward for
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engineers to design and deploy sophisticated deep-learning architectures.
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